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Policing Uality The Mann Act
But in the late 1930s, the FBI shifted its Mann Act priorities again: it deemphasized the policing... Conclusion Can the Country’s Moral Borders Be Policed? Conclusion Can the Country’s Moral Borders ...

Policing Sexuality: The Mann Act and the Making of the FBI
layperson second guessing has resulted in reactive-only policing, increasing the city's murder rate to record high levels." "CCA’s ultimate goal is to address citizens’ concerns and improve citizens’ ...

Cincinnati police officers sue watchdog agency over the right to record their interviews
We explore what “defund the police” means, recent academic scholarship and what the future of policing in America might look like.

‘Defund the police’: What it means and what the research says on whether more police presence reduces crime
The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act has supporters who demand that eradicating qualified immunity must be part of the bill, while others do not want to stall the passing of a quality bill ...

‘I want qualified immunity out!’ Rep. Maxine Waters says of the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act
In this two part series interview with Criminal Justice and Police Accountability Project we are in conversation with Nikita Sonavane, Ameya Bokil and Srujana Bej, lawyers and team members at the CPA ...

On Policing In Pandemic, Mindless Arrests & Prison Overcrowding : Interview Criminal Justice & Police Accountability Project
the high court provided guidance that prosecutors must prove the officer intended to act unreasonably in what can be a split-second decision. The House voted in March as part of the policing ...

What is Section 242? Congress weighs policing change that may alter how we prosecute cops
The Biden administration must look to federal agencies beyond the Department of Justice to advance progressive criminal justice reforms.

Beyond the U.S. Department of Justice
How can corporate America close the race gap? We spoke with Ursula Burns, the first Black woman to run a Fortune 500 company, to find out.

Ursula Burns on the fight for racial justice in corporate America: ‘We have to fundamentally change institutions’
The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act has supporters who demand that eradicating qualified immunity must be part of the bill, while others do not want to stall the passing of a quality bill ...

‘I am not giving up on ending qualified immunity’ Rep. Maxine Waters says of the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act
My original objective was to support the launch of the Cybersecurity Council. I now know that delays in funding mean it is unlikely to have its careers work stream operational much before the end of ...

The Changing UK Cyberpolicing and Cyberskills scene - an update
Karen Holden, LGBT lawyer and founder of A City Law Firm, writes for PinkNews about the legal leaps and bounds the UK has made in the last three decades.

10 revolutionary laws that changed the course of history for LGBT+ rights
The concept has become a Rorschach inkblot test that defines where you stand on the political spectrum. But it has brought into sharper relief a serious debate about the future of U.S. policing.

‘Defund the Police’: Long Overdue or a Step Too Far?
"The world is seeing in real time how the 50-year-old racist and politically motivated War on Drugs has infiltrated our everyday lives," says Kassandra Frederique, Drug Policy Alliance Exec. Director ...

The Punitive War on Drugs Unnecessarily Harms Sha'Carri Richardson— and Many Other Black Women
Policing and high-quality customer don't typically go hand ... Currently, Congress is working on "The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act." MORE: George Floyd's family meets with Biden, lawmakers ...

Charlotte Police Department turning to customer service to 'revolutionize' policing
and for having ushered in an era of “broken windows” policing targeting low-level, quality-of-life offenses. He was also widely perceived as the mind behind stop-and-frisk, the racially ...

Police Commissioner Pick Will Be an Early Test for New York City’s Next Mayor
She also introduced the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act - the most transformative ... Inspired by the work of pioneering educator Horace Mann, Antioch University includes a Graduate School ...

Antioch University Los Angeles Announces Congressmember Karen Bass As 2021 Commencement Speaker
Exploring what 'defund the police' means to criminologists, activists and legal scholars, recent research and what the future of policing might look like.

‘Defund the police’: What it means and whether more police presence reduces crime
Policing and high-quality customer don't typically go hand ... Currently, Congress is working on "The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act." Customer service isn't often mentioned, but, as ...
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